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I am pleased to introduce our second Enews 

of the year.  This is a very special edition as 

we have included advice given by Ibu Siti Ra-

hayu. In her letter, Ibu clarifies the roles and 

responsibilities of our Foundation as well as 

the World Subud Association.  Ibu reminds us 

of the vision Varindra Vittachi had for a Foun-

dation that bears Bapak’s name and provides 

advice on how to move forward. 

We are also featuring a look at the archives project, and efforts by 

Subud members to preserve Bapak’s words which began in the 1950s. 

In the Enews we also highlight our new grant/loan recipient and take 

a look at how past Foundation recipients are doing.

I would also like to express my appreciation for the recent bequests to 

the Foundation. These funds will be used for the long term growth of 

Subud and we will continue to ensure these funds are managed in a 

conservative way to build up the capital/assets for the next generation 

and to only use the generated income in a wise and prudent manner.

With Love,

Bachtiar Lorot

mission
The Muhammad Subuh Foundation honors the 
name of the founder of Subud, Bapak Muham-
mad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo. It serves to build a 
lasting financial capacity for the Subud commu-
nity, with emphasis on the long-term aims of the 
World Subud Association.

vision
The Foundation envisages a Subud community 
that is active and effective in the world, in many 
fields of human endeavor. It supports this vision 
by providing financial and other assistance to a 
wide-range of activities and programs aimed at 
improving the condition of the communities they 
serve, including social and humanitarian work, 
cultural endeavors, child and youth

values
As trustees of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation, 
we are guided in our work by the following val-
ues: 

Integrity In making decisions and carrying out 
our actions, we are committed to working through 
personal integrity and best practice combined 
with inner guidance and common sense.

Openness We base our relationship with 
donors, recipients and the community on 
transparency,candor and mutual trust. 

Diversity We value diversity of the human spirit 
and recognize the uniqueness of each human be-
ing and culture.

Sustainability We believe in effecting sustainable 
change that has transformational goals and meas-
urable positive outcomes, recognizing that how 
things are done is as important as what is done.

Muhammad Subuh Foundation is registered in Virginia, U.S.A 
and is tax exempt under 501(c)3 No. 52-1742864

welcome
Message from the Chair of the 
Muhammad Subuh Foundation
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Dear Luke, Bachtiar, and the MSF Trustees, and members of WSC,

I received Luke’s letter and Bacthiar’s letter, and I met with 

Olvia and Miriam to hear about MSF’s activities. I have also 

read Varindra’s original statements about MSF in the ‘historical 

documents.’

As you know, I was a lifetime Trustee of MSF until I asked to be 

relieved of my duties. Indeed, at my age, it is no longer possible 

for me to be active and to follow all MSF’s activities, nor to follow 

all the details. So, in response to your letters, I simply want to say 

that I support and agree with what MSF is doing and its role as a 

‘supporter’.

However, I need to remind WSA and MSF of their respective roles. It 

is important that those roles remain separate and do not overlap and 

become confused. If WSA’s responsibilities are put on MSF, it could 

bring many risks to the development of Subud. 

MSF was established at Varindra’s initiative. It turned out that many members, having seen how the fortunes of 

enterprises rise and fall, were willing to give to MSF. Some left bequests; others, having followed Bapak’s advice 

and enjoyed success in their enterprise, donated large sums of money. That money was given freely and willingly; 

MSF did not have to ask for it. Members gave out of love and gratitude to Bapak for what they had received by 

following the latihan. Although Bapak was no longer here, members gave to MSF because it carries Bapak’s name; 

they felt confident that their donation would be safe and be used wisely to strengthen Subud for the long term 

So, MSF is a vehicle for holding and maintaining Subud assets and for receiving donations and bequests from 

members and enterprises for Subud’s long-term stability and security. MSF focuses on supporting Subud groups 

round the world to own latihan premises so that members can worship God freely. In addition, MSF supports 

International helpers travel to groups to ensure that groups follow the latihan in the right way. And, if it has the 

means, it supports the Wings.

The organisation[WSA] has always found it harder to raise money for running the organisation. Furthermore, 

those running the organization often want to make a difference during their term of office and so they develop 

ambitious plans and programs that they feel will benefit Subud. But because of the constant shortage of money, 

this can lead to frustration. Some may then think, ‘Oh, MSF has lots of money and it is easy for MSF to get money. 

Since we are all working for Subud and since MSF is under WSA, MSF must support WSA.

A letter from

Earlier this year, members of the World Subud Council, World Subud Association and the Muhammad 

Subuh Foundation asked Ibu Rahayu for advice on the roles and responsibilities of the two Subud 

organizations. Below is Ibu’s response. Pamulang, 21st March 2013

Ibu Siti Rahayu
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This is where the danger lies.  If the funding for those plans is put 

on MSF, since MSF is a ‘supporter’ and since the WSA appoints 

the MSF Trustees, the Trustees may feel pressured into providing 

that funding, even when MSF does not have sufficient income. 

But, if funds that members gave for Subud’s long-term security 

get drained, the impact would be devastating for Subud. MSF 

would end up hounding members for donations and the trust that 

MSF enjoys would be lost.   

Maintaining the members’ trust in MSF is vital. If members stop 

trusting MSF – if they feel the money they give is not being used 

in the way they hoped, if they become disappointed or disen-

chanted - they would stop donating money to MSF. So, MSF must 

always act carefully and wisely and must never pressure mem-

bers for donations or to make bequests.

In Subud, things do not work in the way they do outside Subud. 

In a normal organisation or association, those running it set plans 

and goals and have fundraising drives and raise money. But in Subud, it does not seem to work that way. 

Often when we set goals and push through plans and try to raise money, we are unsuccessful – little or no 

money comes. On other occasions, when we work quietly, in a steady and harmonious way, with a quiet 

sincere feeling and without expectation, the project or enterprise we work on develops and blossoms in an 

unexpected way. It is as if we are helped in a way we do not understand. But if we start to expect or count on 

that help, if our self-interest comes into play, if we start having disagreements with each other, then things 

go badly. This makes no sense in the normal way of looking at things, but this is a reality in Subud that many 

have witnessed.

In the past, fund-raising for the organisation was ISC’s responsibility. It was not MSF’s concern. We can look 

to how Harun Murray performed that role as ISC Chair, as a good model for how that worked. Harun actively 

sought donations from enterprises and members to fund the WSA’s activities – such as annual meetings and 

the World Congress.  And since Harun also advised enterprises on their business matters, many enterprises 

felt that they were being supported and were happy to donate to WSA. Now that the WSA Executive has re-

placed ISC, the WSA Executive Chair should take up that role.

However, it is important that the WSA chair does not get involved in fundraising. The WSA chair has the dif-

ficult task of maintaining the unity of the World Subud Association, to travel to meet groups, and to ensure 

the good standing of Subud with the authorities in the countries where Subud is present.

In truth, if we do not have sufficient funds for the organisation and its activities, it is okay to run things at 

a level that we can afford. If funds are plentiful, we can have an impressive organisation; when funds are 

scarce, we can be streamlined. We do not need to force ourselves to go beyond what we can afford. If WSA 

does not have the funding it needs for all its activities, such as meetings and travel, it is not necessary for 

WSC to always meet every year. There are cheap methods of communicating through the Internet that were 

not available in the past.

In the past, those who served the organisation often had their own business or enterprise and were financially 

stable. As a result, when Subud did not have enough funds, they would use personal funds. On the face of 

it, it seems wrong for someone, who is spending their time working for Subud, to have to spend their own 

money too. 
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Yet many who did that sincerely and willingly and without expectation 

were surprised to find that their business or enterprise went well while 

they were serving Subud. This is not something we can count on, but 

many have witnessed that.

Turning to Bapak’s Legacy project, without Bapak’s works, which are 

the source of Subud, we would not have Subud. Indeed, it is essential 

for members to have access to talks; without the understanding that 

comes from reading talks, one can never understand Subud. So, in this 

respect, it is right for MSF to support that activity - but only to the ex-

tent that MSF has the capacity to do so. MSF should not be put in the 

position of having to fundraise from members for that purpose.  Sec-

ondly, MSF’s support for WSA and the Wings should not be something 

that WSA can demand or look on as a right. 

However, even though MSF Trustees are not responsible for fund-rais-

ing, they should not be passive either. The MSF Trustees, should if 

possible, find ways to use the assets entrusted to MSF to generate 

money to help cover the costs of maintaining those assets and even, if 

possible, to help Subud. In fact, all the wings should, if possible, take 

responsibility for their funding needs. 

Those serving in the organisation and the helpers dewan need to realise that the four year term they have is 

a test for them in their lives – it is a test of their ability to work together in a harmonious way and to put into 

practice God’s will.

Even those working on the kejiwaan side, the helpers need to be aware and sensitive to the state of Subud’s fi-

nances. They should not take it for granted that funds will be available and travel simply for the sake of it. Before 

travelling, international helpers should look carefully at the need. And even the helpers can help improve the 

members’ awareness that Subud needs money to function. So, when helpers give explanations about the latihan, 

they can also remind members of the importance of contributions.

Finally, I am going to propose that in future, if a surplus is generated from a world congress, that surplus should 

be entrusted to MSF. Some congresses make a loss and some generate a surplus. If there is a surplus, rather 

than letting the incoming WSC team sit back and live on that surplus as has tended to happen in the past, for the 

long term development of Subud, the surplus would be better used to bolster and develop those Wings that are 

weak and not functioning well. MSF should be the body to keep and manage those funds over the years.

So, in summary, I support MSF’s role as a ‘supporter’ for WSA, provided that the WSA and MSF always work 

together in a co-operative manner while respecting their respective roles. Hopefully, this advice will clarify a situ-

ation that seems to have become somewhat confused. 

Sincerely,

IBU,

Siti Rahayu Wiryohudoyo
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MSF consultant and professional archivist Amalijah 
Thompson has been involved in the project since the 
beginning and has been a major force in ensuring 
that the project is done well. Below are her thoughts 
on the importance of the talks.

I
t is essential that we manage and carry out our 
archival processes today in line with current 
global professional standards and knowledge 
so that we do no harm and can make 
decisions based on the breadth of knowledge 

that exists in the archival world which is designed 

to protect vital archival material into the future and 
ensure the impact of decisions and processes is fully 
consequent – best worldly practice is our essential 
first responsibility within the capacity of the resources 
we can provide.  This ensures decisions are based, in 
reality, not on personal opinion or self interest.

This work is  to ensure the continuation of the 
essence of Subud, the essence of the content we’ve 
received from Almighty God, and is passed on intact 
and complete and without ‘alteration’ according to 
our own very limited abilities.  

Earlier this year a three-month quality assessment was completed by Amalijah Thompson and a qualified 
archival sound engineer to confirm that the first stage digitization Memnon had completed of the analogue 
recordings had been done correctly and to archival standards. .

The statistical outcome of that assessment were:
Of the 2,178 files possible to create from those original analogue:

On one recording, the audio of Bapak talking was completely unrecoverable.  This is just one example of why 
it is so vital that we preserve and maintain Bapak and Ibu’s talks for members today and future generations.

• 10% (220 tape sides) not able to be digitized or needing intervention to enable digitization with unknown  
   result because of tape deterioration/issues;
• 11.5% referred back for minor adjustment or checking by Memnon;
• 0.18% (4 tape sides) needing re-digitisation from the original recording;
• 78% files (tape sides) checked OK

A Major Milestone 
archives update
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Legacy Project Update continued

Working according to best worldly practice is our 
safety net as is working as one united body globally 
our safety net to ensure we have the resources we 
need to carry out our most essential responsibilities 
globally.
 
In my personal opinion perhaps it’s a case that the 
way to do this is for us all to make a concerted effort 
to build assets in MSF as a priority so that MSF can 
globally fulfill the role and function it is designed to 
carry out for the benefit of Subud as a whole.  By 
building assets in MSF, MSF can help build Subud 
assets all over the world. 

We can’t do this in isolated silos but we can do it 
using the examples Bapak showed us to work as one.
 
This project is not just about the physical process 
of preservation, it’s about our responsibility inwardly 
and outwardly to take better care of what we have 
been given by Almighty God so that Subud can, in 
His time and place, flourish and grow for the benefit 
of all mankind
 
We may never see that flourishing in our lifetime 
– that is entirely up to the One God Almighty – 
however, we can ensure that what we pass on to the 
future is not only stable and honourable and clear 
but is also uncontaminated by our own distortions 
and shortcomings in its essence.

The Foundation has provided approximately USD 
160,000 for Memnon to carry out the most urgent 
work, but there is still much more that needs to be 
done.  Bapak and Ibu’s recordings form an important 
and vital part of our Subud archives, which the World 
Subud Association (WSA) has the sole responsibility 
to look after and to preserve, for now and future 
generations of Subud members. In accordance with 
Ibu’s recent advice, in 2013 the Foundation plans 
to transfer the management and operation of the 
Legacy Project to the WSA.

“ We may never see that flourishing in our 
lifetime – that is entirely up to the One God 
Almighty – however, we can ensure that 
what we pass on to the future is not only 
stable and honourable and clear but is also 
uncontaminated by our own distortions 
and shortcomings in its essence.”

“ The Foundation has provided approximately 
USD 160,000 for Memnon to carry out the 
most urgent work, but there is still much 
more that needs to be done. “
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archives... 

Photo:  Bapak and Ibu Siti Sumari in 
Coombe Springs, 1957. Photo courtesy 
WSA Archives, Canberra

from the 

Efforts to preserve Bapak’s words on tape 

goes back to the 1950s, when Bapak’s 

first talk in Coombe Springs, England was 

recorded on June 14th, 1957. As Subud 

developed around the world so 

did the archives. In the early 

years, ISC (International Subud 

Committee) was responsible for 

ensuring that these talks were 

of good quality and available to 

Subud groups and members.  

Following is an excerpt from 

Subud World News, May 1972 

about this work.

ISC tape unit

Each one of us has experienced for himself what is means to 
listen to Bapak. Each of us has experienced the inner uplift 
a talk from Bapak gives us. Many groups have experienced 
that listening together to a talk from Bapak has resulted in 
more harmony, greater activitiy in Subud, and an increased 

awareness of the latihan kedjiwaan.

In more than 700 recorded talks Bapak has 
repeatedly given us explanations concerning 
the latihan kedjiwaan, his own experiences, 
the organisation of Subud, and all aspects of 
life in general.  In addition to the latihan, these 
explanations form the basis of our daily life 
and work in Subud.

To make these talks available to the entire
Brotherhood and to preserve them for future
generations, the ISC Tape Unit was founded 
in 1968 when Richard Engels was in charge of 
organizing and co-ordinating all Subud tape 

activities on a world-wide basis.

“ What Bapak says to 
you, Bapak has received 
directly from God.”

“ You should receive 
Bapak’s talk in a quiet 
inner state so that you 
can receive the words.”
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where are they 

I
n the fall of 2012, Subud Durham (North 
Carolina, US) found a 7.1-acre parcel in the 
countryside not far from town, offered for sale 
at a price far below market value: $85,000. We 
gulped, found private financing for $75,000, 

and dug deep in our pockets for the balance. This was 
a group that, three years before, had been daunted 
by the prospect of committing to a lease for a rented 
latihan space! We bought the land from a church, 
which had been using a double-wide trailer on the 
property for its services. Subud Durham is using it 
now as a hall for simultaneous men’s and women’s 
latihans three nights a week and one additional 
weekly latihan for men. Once a month the dewan 
and committee meet there for latihan; also once a 
month, the members meet there to watch a talk by 
Bapak (we have a projector and screen!), followed 
by latihan.

We’re blessed, but not satisfied. The trailer doesn’t 
have a long shelf life, and is far from ideal in terms 
of accommodating simultaneous latihans for large 
groups of men and women. We want this place to be 

a resource not only for our group but also for smaller 
Subud groups and for isolated members around the 
state. So the group gulped again and embarked on 
a project to build a new hall. We raised more than 
$12,000 in cash and received a $20,000 loan from 
Subud USA. The Muhammad Subuh Foundation has 
loaned us an additional $20,000 and added to that 
a grant for the same amount. The lender for the 
purchase of the land forgave $25,000 of the debt, 
increasing the group’s capacity for the monthly 
payment on these loans. And we raised $25,000 
more by selling three acres of the parcel to a group of 
Subud members, who plan to use it for a sustainable 
agriculture project. Hurray!

The budget is tight and we’re still looking for ways to 
raise money for construction, but we expect to break 
ground on a purpose-built latihan hall this year. We 
would never have come so far without the support of 
Subud USA and MSF—which means, ultimately, the 
support of the international Subud community. To 
all of you, we send our deepest thanks. Please visit 
us on Facebook!  https://www.facebook.com/subud.
durham

When MSF asked us to contribute an article explaining 
what the new latihan hall means to us, we thought, 
who better to answer this question than Subud 
Durham’s young people, who make this group so 
vibrant and motivated? Here’s their response, written 
by Madelyn Ward (age 18) with help from Fatimah 
Bustillo (age 21).
       
--Subud Durham Committee

Now?

Subud Durham
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A
s a child of Subud, I have always known 
the love of my Subud brothers and 
sisters (and aunts and uncles) to be a 
special one. It belonged to nice ladies in 
long skirts who cooked delicious foreign 

meals, and gentleman with eyes that crinkled when 
they teased me and my sisters about how tall we’d 
grown. And this love belonged to kids who knew what 
I meant when I said the word “Subud.” I always looked 
forward to visiting their homes for selamatans and 
hosting potlucks in our own house. But I experienced 
a place just for Subud only once. The atmosphere was 
heavenly—full of the light and peace of my beloved 
brothers and sisters. 

Last year, my family and I moved to North Carolina, 
and Subud Durham. We were warmly welcomed by 25 
members (12 of whom are under the age of 25) and 
nine more children too young to be opened. At that 
time, the group was doing latihan in a rented office—a 
less-than-ideal place for spiritual activity. Recently, by 
the grace of God, we were able to buy a seven-acre 
property with a trailer on it in which to do latihan.
 
Having our own property has been exhilarating. Here 
are some of the reasons why the youth of Subud 
Durham are excited about our new home: 

With our enthusiastic and hard-working members and 
with so many blessings from God, the future seems 
unlimited. Already, we’ve started a vegetable garden, 
hung a zipline, acquired a playground, hosted many 
birthday parties and barbeques, and roasted hot 
dogs around a bonfire while we swapped stories and 
experiences. We’ve used the trailer to watch Bapak 
talks, attend selamatans, hold fundraiser  Zumba 
parties and bake sales (the youth are saving up to 
go to the world congress in Puebla!), and, of course, 
to do latihan. Future plans include a soccer field and 
volleyball court.  

The group’s first priority is to build a new latihan hall. 
Finding the funds to begin building the hall, planning 
the structure, and troubleshooting drawbacks has 
been our biggest and most exciting challenge! 

When I think of all that the space can be in a few years’ 
time, I almost wish I weren’t about to leave home 
for college. I don’t want to miss out on anything! I 
imagine the future Subud Durham to be a place where 
many generations of children will run around, explore, 
and play safely together while their parents do latihan 
inside. It will be a place where teenagers can laugh 
and talk together—probing the secrets of the universe 
and planning the next soccer game. Weddings will 
happen there, and groups of men and women will stay 
there all night during the Power nights of Ramadan. 
It will be a place where we can practice our latihan in 
privacy and comfort— a place filled with the light of 
my wonderful brothers and sisters, and peace.

Please visit us on Facebook!  
https://www.facebook.com/subud.durham

Where Are They Now continued

United in One Place
By Madelyn Ward with help from Fatimah Bustillo, and Maya McGill

“The best thing is that it’s ours. You feel like it’s a 
more special place. To be able to own it is like a gift 
from God.” (Latimah – 23)

“Actually owning a place brings the group closer 
together, because when we were renting, it was much 
harder to feel like an actual group. Now, we can have 
group activities and include the younger children 
who are not doing latihan yet.” (Fatimah – 21)

“We can be united in one place.” (Fauzan – 15)

“The youth will have things to do during latihan.” 
(Arief – 11)

“It gives us a sense of unity.” (Luthfi – 17)
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bequests
Samuel Chapleau 

Samuel Chapleau passed away on February 16th, 2013, surrounded by his three sons, Menez, 
Adrian and Geoffroy and his wife, Raphaëlle. Samuel devoted much of his Subud life to the 
work of SDIA and also the Muhammad Subuh Foundation. A few years ago Samuel travelled 
to DR Congo on behalf of the Foundation to provide an update on MSF funded projects. For 
many years Samuel also helped us translate newsletters and other materials to help bring 
information about the work of the Foundation to French speaking Subud Members. We thank 
him for his dedication to the work of the Foundation and for his generous bequest. Our prayers 
are with you dear Samuel.

Ilbert Walker

Former Subud Canada Chairman Ilbert Walker died on March 21, 2012 in London, Ontario. 
After a faith pilgrimage in his younger years, Ilbert was guided to Subud in 1957, and for 
the rest of his life remained an active and passionate member on four continents, as well as 
Canadian Chairman from 1990 to 1992.
 
“Ilbert’s thirst for knowledge was constant - he never met a book or an intellectual conversation 
he didn’t take interest in. He was a true gentleman in a bow tie who embodied ethics, integrity, 
kindness, and unselfishness. He lived his life with passion, understanding, and a true interest 
in the world that surrounded him.” From Emma Murphy, Ilbert’s daughter.

The Foundation would like to express its appreciation to Ilbert for his donation that will help 
sustain Subud members and benefit the Foundation’s many humanitarian and social projects. 

Simone Paige

The foundation would also like to express its gratitude for a donation from the estate of 
Simone Paige.  A former trustee of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation, Simone passed away in 
2010. The second portion of her bequest was recently received by the Foundation.

Simone was opened in Scotland in the 1970s and later moved to the US and settled in 
Philadelphia. She devoted much of her Subud life to helper work. 

“Simone was a teacher, writer, mentor, and friend to many. She was a familiar face at 
many Subud gatherings, always making friends and looking for ways to help others. Simone 
was generous both with her time and financial support of various individuals and activities 
associated with Subud. She had a spritely demeanor and deep spiritual wisdom that is greatly 
missed.” 

Samuel visits a Subud 
supported school in DR Congo, 2009

Ilbert Walker was a very active 
Subud member since his opening 
in 1957.

Simone and husband, 
Joseph Bob Paige, who passed 
away two years after Simone.

MSF National Liaison for Germany, Hermina Rüetz, passed away in Jakarta, Indonesia 

on April 29th surrounded by helpers and the Latihan. She had been dealing with cancer 

for many years. Opened in Coombe Springs, Hermina was one of the early members of 

Subud Germany and she was very actively involved in Wolfsburg with the establishment 

of the International Subud Association as a national organization. She moved to Indone-

sia in the late 1970s and led the organizing team for the 2001 Bali World Congress.  After 

working in different areas, Hermina began making her own cheese and yoghurt in her 

small kitchen in Bali. This grew into a thriving enterprise called “Yummy” which employed 

100 people. Today her products are found throughout Indonesia.  Our prayers are with 

you, dear Hermina.

In Remembrance...

Hermina was opened in Coombe 
Springs and was always 
active in Subud work, including MSF.
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call for nominees : 

Due to the upcoming resignation of trustee Heloise Jackson, 
the Muhammad Subuh Foundation is currently seeking a 
candidate to fulfill the remainder of her term, which ends 
in at the 2015 WSA board of directors and MSF board of 
trustees annual meetings (summer 2015). The new trustee 
will be selected in June 2013, at Poio, Spain, during the 
annual board meetings of WSA and MSF. 

The term of office for this position is for approximately 
2 years (period between the 2013 and the 2015 annual 
meetings of the MSF board of trustees and the WSA board 
of directors)
 
No salary or compensation is paid to trustees, with the 
exception of economy class airfares and accommodation for 
the annual meetings.

nominations open for trustee of the muhammad subuh foundation

Nominators:

National chairpersons, MSF trustees and World 
Subud Association board of directors may submit 
nominations.  

Procedures: 

The Nominators contact members they feel would be 
a good MSF trustee. The members will be asked to 
test about their suitability and capacity to fulfill the 
duties and responsibilities of an MSF trustee. If the 
testing is positive, then the Nominator collects from 
the nominee:

• A professional/Subud CV which contains contact 
information of nominee including: postal address, 
email address, and phone number.

• A letter of interest from nominee responding to 
the criteria for nomination (as listed below), and 
describing any other skills and experience the 
nominee can bring to MSF as a trustee. 

• A letter of nomination from the Nominator, 
highlighting any history of harmonious work 
(helper/committee) in Subud. 

• Completed and signed MSF trustee application 
form (obtained from MSF officer, Miriam Padilla: 
miriam.padilla1@gmail.com ).

• The Nominator forwards the CV, letter of interest, 
the application form, and a letter of nomination 
via email to MSF officer, Miriam Padilla: miriam.
padilla1@gmail.com .

Deadline: May 31, 2013

Criteria for nomination:

• Been active in Subud for at least 8 years.
Experience working effectively, harmoniously, and 
reliably for the Subud organization.

• Good understanding of the functioning of the 
Subud organization.

• Good understanding of the role and function 
of a MSF trustee as described in the MSF Bylaws 
(available at http://www.msubuhfoundation.org/
who-we-are/about-the-foundation/)

• Adequate time available to devote to MSF work, 
an average of at least 15 hours per week and to 
participate to the MSF annual meeting of about 10 
days.

• Basic English skills, both verbal and written, or 
access to a (free) translator.

• Knowledge of French or Spanish would be an 
advantage.

• Competency working with email, Skype, and MS 
Office or compatible software.

• No personal or business conflict of interest with 
MSF or WSA, and our partner organizations (Yayasan 
Subud, Yayasan Muhammad Subuh, Fundacion 
Amanecer, MSF Colombia, SICA, SDIA, etc.)

• No history of criminal offense.

Trustee Selection:

Members of the WSA BoD and MSF trustees will review 
the application files. The final decision will be based 
on the information received and guidance from testing 
carried out by the international helpers, with the 
candidates, if present, or in absentia, during the WSA 
and MSF Meetings at Poio, Spain in June 2013.

Nomination Procedures:

Note: The original call for nominations was made in April.
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Foundation Contacts
Rayner Sutherland . Executive Director
Rayner@dccnet.com
Lillian Shulman . Administrator
8408 SE 33rd Ave,
Portland, OR 97222, USA
lillianshulman@netscape.net

Officers
Bachtiar Lorot . Chairman
Lawrence Fryer . Treasurer

Auditors
Thomas Westcott,
Chartered Accountants &
Registered Auditors

Trustees
Bachtiar Lorot . Spain
Olvia Reksodipoetro . Indonesia
Hannah Baerveldt . Indonesia
Lawrence Fryer . Germany
Lailani Moody . USA
Heloise Jackson . UK
Luke Penseney . Canada

National Liaisons
Britain: Dorothea Hamidah Rogers
Canada: Lester Sutherland
Colombia: Samuel Marcks
Democratic Republic of Congo: Arnaud Delune  
France: Annie Tavakilian, 
Francoise Ivanoff, & Harlinah Chalom
Indonesia: Aryati Prawoto, Lita Arida, 
Japan: Saodah Kimiko Hayashi
New Zealand: Judy Gibb
Norway: Raymond Hemsen
Spain: Jorge Guerin
USA: Maria Wallington

MSF eNEWS Team 
Lillian Shulman
Rayner Sutherland
Heloise Jackson
Suzanna Dayne
Mardiyah A Miller

Translations Team
Arnaud Delune 
Francoise Ivanoff
Maryam Roldan
Martin Fisco
Hector Rivero
Nurlaila Arratia
Emmanuel Fajardo
Clemente Solis
Sebastian Alvarez Ayala
Miriam Padilla

donor recognition

Bankers NatWest Victoria Place
Axminster EX13 5AR UK
Account name:

Muhammad Subuh Foundation
SWIFT code: NWBKGB2L
Account number: 00 75503190
IBAN: GB09 NWBK 6073 0175 5031 90
Currency: USD

http://www.msubuh foundation.org

To comment or make contact
with the Muhammad Subuh
Foundation, please write to

Lillian Shulman: 
lillianshulman@netscape.net

General Fund
Jasminah Ross
Leonard Sivley
Donation in memory of Rohana McCormack

WSA

Rubert Luft Ignez

Legacy Project
Rashid and Dorothea Rogers
Lucas Roldán
Dahlan Simpson

MSF would like to express our sincerest appreciation to all of 
you who have given to the Foundation to support the long 
term growth of Subud in the world.

MSF is now accepting applications for grants and/or loans 
to help fund the purchase/construction/renovation of 
Subud houses and the projects of Subud organizations. 

The submission deadline is May 31, 2013.

To find out how to apply go to our website 
www.msubuhfoundation.org (and click on Grants) If 
you have any questions please contact MSF Administrator, 
Lillian Shulman at lillianshulman@netscape.net

grant applications

Correction: In the previous e-NEWS there appeared a donation from: 
“Residents of Rungan Sari - Indonesia” which instead should read: 
Subud Group Rungan Sari -Indonesia


